Energy Express – A solution to an emerging challenge

VISION

MISSION

Our vision is “Always the customer’s first choice
and quality-assured partner”. This encourages us
to safeguard the company’s resources and the
resources beyond our doors. We contribute to this
vision by participating in value-creating activities,
often together with our customers.

By maintaining good contact with our customers
and the world around us we nurture our growing
trust. By doing so we create more and better
business – and very satisfied customers.
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Meeting the needs of an
evolving market
At Stena we believe gas should always travel first class. Embracing
that ethos, Energy Express concept has been developed in direct
response to the energy needs of remote, emerging and developing
markets. Energy Express has the capacity to transport LNG, CNG,
LPG, Hydrogen, Ammonia, CO2 and more.

Our Value Creation
Performance Management
of the vessel is about cost
savings and sustained
improvement in the way it is
designed and operated.

Capacity optimization
allows the owner to
respond to supply and
demand of existing or new
markets without committing
large CAPEX from the
outset.

Value extends beyond the
vessel with emerging or
transforming markets
directly benefiting from
the regular (and reliable)
cargo flows.

Robust commercial performance
is achieved as operational
processes are streamlined and
defined.

Energy Express – Performance Management
Performance Management of the vessel is about cost savings and sustained improvement
in the way it is designed and operated.
Design and operation are not treated as disjoined phases of the ship life-cycle.
Modelling and simulation and operational experience “talk” to each other in terms of
lessons learned (operation
design) and reliable and cost-effective forecasting
(design
operation).

Operational experience

Modelling and simulation
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Energy Express –
Capacity Optimization
Response to variable demand of existing or new markets without
committing large CAPEX from the outset
Capacity optimization pertains both on the cargo carrying
capacity of the vessel as well as the port(s) infrastructure.
The extensive parallel body of the vessel allows options either
for additional tiers of ISO containers or lengthening.
Port infrastructure is not necessary from the outset as the buildin crane and a pontoon offer cost-effective alternatives.
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Energy Express – Value beyond the
vessel
The emergence of new markets (or transformation of existing
ones) is linked to regular (and reliable) cargo flows.
Regularity and reliability of cargo flows hinge on continuous
operation of the vessel, which in turn depends on features such
as:
•
•
•
•

Shallow draught
High manoeuvrability
Self loading / unloading of ISOs
Clear line-of-sight from the bridge over the cargo area
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Energy Express – Reinventing the
operational model
The Energy Express offers alternative modes of cargo delivery
and receipt, ensuring a robust commercial performance.
The patented Gas Interface Module (GIM) facilitates discharge/
loading of the LNG while the ISO containers remain on the
vessel. Meaning the terminal does not require a break bulk ISO
loading facility.
Alternatively, the vessel's ISO container handling crane can
also ensure container transfer when required.
Although the GIM is designed for marine application on the
Energy Express, it can also be used onshore, creating an "ISOfarm"
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Filling ISO containers using the manifold
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Energy Express – floating pontoon for land access

One way to access land where there is no existing infrastructure could be to use a floating pontoon. This can be designed for RoRo access
to enable discharging ISO containers onto a truck, or as shown here, as a fuelling station.
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Variant 1

Energy Express Concept newbuild vessel with
standard marine crane and power swivel/spreader.
Scalable capacity of 60 and more ISO LNG Containers.

Variant 2

Energy Express Concept converted PSV vessel with
standard marine crane and power swivel/spreader.
Scalable capacity of 60 and more ISO LNG Containers.
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Variant 3

Energy Express Concept converted PSV vessel
with standard marine crane and power swivel/
spreader. Scalable capacity of 30 - 60 ISO LNG
Containers.

Variant 4

Energy Express Concept ISO LNG Container
Barge with standard marine crane and power
swivel/spreader. Scalable capacity of 30 - 60 ISO
LNG Containers.
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Approval Process
•

Design reviewed by Class within approval in principle
(AiP) scope

•

Regulations considered
•
•
•

Bureau Veritas NR 467 DT R15 E
IMO IGC Code as amended
SOLAS / MARPOL
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For more information please contact:
Commercial Enquiries

Project and Technology Enquiries

David Pesquet
Business Development Director
david.pesquet@stena.com
david.pesquet@tritec-marine.com
+33 668 992 621

George Mermiris
Director and General Manager
Tritec Marine (a Stena subsidiary)
George.Mermiris@tritec-marine.com
Cell phone: +44 7919 838 261

Göran Hermansson
General Manager LNG
goran.hermansson@stenabulk.com
Cell phone: +46 704 85 50 46
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Stena’s value creation
•

•

The Stena AB Group contributes to value creation and society's development by providing maritime
• TheofStena
ABvehicles
Group contributes
to value
creation
andhomes
society's
development
by
transportation
goods,
and passengers,
offering
secure
in the
Group's properties,
generating
providing
maritime
goods, vehicles anad passengers, offering
electricity from
wind power,
andtransportation
building strongofcompanies.
secure homes in the Group's properties, generating electricity from wind power, and
companies.
The Group's building
stability strong
is ensured
through a deliberate strategy to focus on activities in contracyclical industries.
The Group's activities create employment for thousands of people all over the world.
• The Group's stability is ensured through a deliberate strategy to focus on activities in
contracyclical industries. The Group's activities create employment for thousands of
people all over the world.
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